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1. Introduction. Let 3£ be a Banach space, and let sé be the collection of all

infinitesimal generators of strongly continuous contraction semigroups of bounded

linear operators on £. For A es/, 2¿(A) denotes the domain of A and {T(t; A),

r^O} denotes the semigroup generated by A. Cauchy problems for abstract

evolution equations of the form

(1.1) du/dt = A(t)u,   (t^s),       u(s)=f

are considered in this paper.

In case A(t) ( = A) is independent of t, then u(-) defined by u(t) = T(t-s; A)f is

the unique strongly continuous solution of (1.1) as long as/belongs to 3>(A).

More generally, if A(t) depends on t in a suitably "smooth" manner, then

equation (1.1) can be solved for an appropriate choice of the initial data/ The

solution will be of the form u(t)=U(t,s)f U(t,s) is a bounded linear operator

on 3£,

U(t, s)U(s, r) = U(t, r),       U(t, t) = I

for O^ráiár, and [/(■, ■) is strongly continuous. The operator-valued function

U(-, ■) is called an evolution operator or a generalized semigroup; the latter term

will be used throughout the paper.

We now state two of the main results of the paper.

Theorem 1.1. Let A(-): [0, oo)^s/. Suppose that the operators T(s;A(t)) and

T(a; A(t)) commute for all values oft, s, t, a. Suppose further there is a dense linear

manifold@ in X such that Q>'<= ¡&(A(t)) for each r^O and

lim A(t)f=A(r)f

for eachfe 3¡ and each t ^ 0. Let

è =   O {{ Hm     n   ®(A(t))\ n ig : lim A(r)g = A(t)g\).
igo   \,(f->0+  |i-i|<e J V i-*' J/
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Note that 3^3. Then there exists a strongly continuous contraction generalized

semigroup U(■, ■) such that

(8/8t)U(t, s)f = A(t)U(t, s)f = U(t, s)A(t)f,

(8¡8s)V(t, s)f = - U(t, s)A(s)f = -A(s)U(t, s)f

for fe3 and t^s^O. In particular, u(t)= U(t, s)f defines the unique solution for

(l.l) with \\u(t)\\ú\\f\\ iffei>.

Theorem 1.1 will be obtained as a consequence of a more general result in §3.

Let A(-): [0, oo) -> stf, and consider the following conditions:

(Al) There is a dense linear manifold 3 in 36 such that 3^C]teB + 3(A(t)),

and for each t, r e R+, T(t; A(t)) leaves 3 invariant.

(A2) Let/e 36, 17>0, and let 7 be a compact interval in F+; let C(fr¡,J) be

the collection of all elements g of 36 of the form

g = T(t1;A(r1))--.T(tm;A(rm))f

where m is a positive integer, rlt..., rmej, and 2™-i h = V- Suppose for each

fe 3, the map A(-)g: R+ -> 36 is (strongly) continuous, the continuity being uni-

form in g e C(fr¡,J); thus, given e>0 there exists a S = S(e, t, r¡,f,J)>0 such

that

\\A(t + h)g-A(t)g\\ < s

whenever t, t + heR + , |«|<S, geC(f,r¡,J). Furthermore, M(T,f-r¡,J)

= sup {M(/)c?!! : S e C(f, r¡, J), re[0, F], tej}<oo whenever F is a positive

real number.

Theorem 1.2. Let A(-): [0, 00) -> ¿é and let (Al), (A2) hold. Then the generalized

semigroup governing equation (1.1) exists. For fe 2 and t^O,

lim   h-\U(t + h,t)f-f)=   lim   h-\U(t,t-h)f-f) = A(t)f,
ft->0+ ÎÎ-0 +

the latter limit existing for t>0. U(t,s): 2—^ (~)li0 ̂ (A(r)) if 36 is reflexive.

Suppose that each U(t, s) leaves 3s invariant. Then for fe 3, u()—V(-, s)fis the

unique solution of the Cauchy problem

(d + /dt)u(t) = A(t)u(t),       u(s)=f        ¡«(OU Û I/I    itZs).

§2 deals with preliminaries. Commutative generalized semigroups are treated

in §3. Theorem 1.2, the main result of this paper, is proved in §5. Several examples

are also considered. In the last section, the results are briefly compared with those of

Kato.

The writer wishes to thank the referee for his helpful comments.

2. Preliminaries. Let 36 be a Banach space and á?(36) the Banach algebra of

all bounded linear operators on 36 to 36. Let D = {(t, s) : O^s^Kco}. A general-

ized semigroup in á?(36) is a map £/(■, ■): D -^^(36) satisfying

(2.1) U(t,s)U(s,r)=U(t,r)
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whenever 0^t^í^í<oo, and

(2.2) U(t, t) = I

for all t e R+ = [0, oo), where / is the identity operator on X. U(-, •) is a strongly

continuous contraction generalized semigroup if, in addition, U(-, -)fis continuous

on D in the norm topology of 1 for each/e 3£, and || U(t, s)\\¿l for each (t, s) e D.

Proposition 2.1. Let U(-, ■) satisfy (2.1), (2.2). In order that

(2.3) lim U(r,o)f=U(t,s)f
(t,cr)->(i,s);(l,cr)e.D,läf

for allfe 3c, (t, s) e D, it is sufficient that

(i) lim„_,,+ U(u, i')/=limu^„_ U(v, u)f=ffor allfeX, v e R+ ; that is, U(-, v),

U(v, ■) are strongly continuous at v, v e R +.

(ii) \\U(-, -)|| is bounded on each compact subset of D.

Property (2.3) might be termed "right strong continuity" of U(-, ■) on D.

In (2.3) and (i) the limits are to exist in the norm topology of 3£. Condition (2.3)

becomes strong continuity of U(■, ■) on D if the requirement t ^ t as (t, <t) -> (t, s)

is dropped. If this strengthened version of (2.3) holds, then (i) and (ii) necessarily

follow, (ii) by the Banach-Steinhaus (Uniform Boundedness) Theorem. We point

out in advance that all generalized semigroups considered in this paper will have

the property that || U(t, s) \\ á 1.

Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let (t, s)e Dbe fixed but arbitrary. Let K={(t, o)e D :

T^t+l}. M = supiT-c)eK \\U(t, a)\\ <co by (ii). Since the elements (t, a) of D to be

considered will approach (t, s), it may be assumed that (t, o) e K.

Case 1. t=s. Let/e3E. (t, a) e K is to approach (t, t) with t^í. Either íácr

or else t^a. In case räa, using (2.2),

II U(r, a)f-f\\  g  || U(t, t)U(t, a)/- U(r, t)f\\ + || U(r, t)f-f\\

Ú  I U(t, OH || U(t, a)f-f\\ + || U(t, i)/-/))

Ú M|| U(t, o)f-f\\ + || U(t, 0/-/H -> 0

by (i) as (t, a) -> (t, t).

On the other hand, in case t ^ o,

II U(t, a)f-f\\  S  || U(r, c)f- U(t, i)/! + || U(t, 0/-/H

=  II U(t, a)[f- U(o, 0/]|| + || U(t, 0/-/H

Ú M || U(o, 0/-/1 + || U(t, 0/-/I -> o
as (t, a) -> (r, 5) by (i).

Case 2. t>s, r^t. Either a<;í or a^i. In case o^s, aús<t^T, and if/e 3£,

|| U(t, o)f- U(t, s)f\\ Ï || U(r, S)U(S, a)f- U(t, s)f\\ + || U(t, t)U(t, s)f- U(t, s)f\\

gM\\U(s,a)f-f\\ + \\[U(r,t)-I]U(t,s)f\\^0

as (t, a) -> (r, s) by (i).
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In case a^s, assume a¿t (since a is going to approach s(< t)). Then j^a^i^T,

and for fe 36,

|| U(t, c)f- Vit, S)f\\ Ú  || U(r, t)U(t, o)f- U(t, a)f\\ + || U(t, a)f- U(t, a)U(a, s)f\\
= Ji+J2.

Now, 72 = || U(t, a)[I- U(a, s)]f\\ = M|| U(a, s)f-f\\ -* 0 as (r, c) -> (t, s). Next,

A-  ||[C/(r,/)-7]C/(i,a)/||

^  ||[t/(r, í)-/][í/(í, ")/- L(i, S)f]\\ + ¡Wir, t)-I]U(t, S)f\\

á (M+ 1)|| £/(/, a)[7- U(a, S)]f\\ + ||[C/(r, 0"/M', s)f\\

Ú M(M+\)\\U(o,s)f-f\\ + \\W(r, t)-l]U(t,s)f\\ -+0

as (t, ct) -► (r, s). The proposition is thus proved.

Corollary 2.2. Let the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1 hold, and suppose further

that
U(r,a)U(t,s)=  U(t,s)U(r,a)

for all (t, s), (t, a) e D. Then U(-, ■) is strongly continuous on D.

Proof. This follows easily by similar reasoning.

Let si be the collection of all infinitesimal generators of strongly continuous

contraction semigroups in S$(X). For A es/ the semigroup generated by A will be

denoted by {T(s; A), s e F+} or by {exp (sA), s e R+}. Let 0^a<b<ao. Let

A: a=t0<ti< ■ ■ ■ <tn = b be a partition of [a, b]; choose t¡ e [fi_1, tt], i=\,..., n.

Let
|A| —   max   A(r =   max   (i4 — /t_x)

ISiSn láián

be the norm of the partition. Let A(): R+ -+ s/, and let

R&(b, a) = F(An/; A(rn))- ■  T(Alt; A(ti)).

Suppose for the moment that A(-): F+ -> £%(£) is continuous in the uniform

operator topology and that {A(t): t e R+} is a commutative family of operators.

Then

U(t, s)f = exp ( f A(u) du\,       (t, s) e D

defines a generalized semigroup in ^(36). In general, consider the following formal

calculation :

exp i     A(u) du Y x- exp <   lim  2   ^(Ti) ̂ i \

x   lim  exp i V ^(Ti)A¡4

n

x   lim      [ exp {A¡M(tj)}
iai-o f.f

sí   lim   RA(b, a).
IAI-0

This is made precise in what follows.
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Proposition 2.3. Let A(): R+ -+s/ and let RA(b, a) be as above. Suppose that

lhri|A|_0 RA(b, a) f exists for allfeX and all [a, ¿>]<=F + . If this limit is denoted by

U(b, a)f, then U(-, ■) is a generalized semigroup in á?(3£), and

(2.4) lim   U(b,a)f=   lim   U(a,c)f = f
b-*a+ c-*a —

for all feX, aeR + . Conditions (i), (ii) of Proposition 2.1 are valid, and if the

commutativity condition

(2.5) T(s; A(t))T(o; A(r)) = T(o; A(r))T(s; A(t))

holds for all s, t, a, t e R +, then U(-, ■) is a commutative strongly continuous con-

traction generalized semigroup in ^(3£).

Definition. If U(b, a)/=lim|A| ^„ FA/exists for all/e 3£ and [a, b]^R+ as in the

proposition, then A(-) is called the infinitesimal propagator of U(-, ■).

The main problem considered in this paper is one of generation : when is the

(unbounded) operator-valued function A(-) the infinitesimal propagator of a

generalized semigroup in äS{3L) ? This problem will be dealt with in the following

sections.

RA(b, a) may be termed a " Cauchy-Peano polygonal approximation " for

U(b, a) in analogy with the classical case [1].

Proof of Proposition 2.3 If/E3c and O^t^s^Koo, using obvious notation,

U(t, s)U(s, t)/ =   lim  RA(t,s)  lim  RA(s, t)/
IAI-0 |A'l —0

=   lim     lim   RA(t, s)RA.(s, r)f
|A|-»0     |A'|->0

=   lim   FA.(r,r)/= U(t,r)f
|A"| —0

Here A" is the partition of [t, t] obtained by adjoining A to A', and RA4t, t)

= RA(t,s)RA(s,r) converges strongly to U(t, t) as |A"| =max (|A|, |A'|) ->-0.

Hence U(-, ■) is a generalized semigroup in á?(3£); ¡7(-, •) satisfies (2.1) and (2.2).

Condition (ii) of Proposition 2.1 holds since \\U(b, a)\\ á 1 whenever 0Sa^b<cc;

this is immediate from the fact that | RA(b, a) \\ á 1 which follows from A( ■ ) : R -> si.

Condition (i) of Proposition 2.1, that is, equation (2.4), will next be shown to hold.

Given e>0 there is a 8 = 8(e,f, a,b)>0 such that if A is any partition of [a, b]

with |A| <8, and if RA(b, a) is a corresponding approximation for U(b, a), then

||FA(A a)f— U(b, a)f\\ <e. Let 0<F<oo; by considering [a, b] such that b^K,

8 can be chosen to depend only on e, / K independent of a, b. Then b—a<8

implies

(2.6) \\T(b-a;A(c))f-U(b,a)f\\<e

for each ce[a,b]. Since T(-; A(c)) is strongly continuous and F(0;^(c))=F

taking first c = a and then c=b in (2.6) yields

lim sup || U(b, a)f-f\\ Ú e,       lim sup || U(b, a)f-f\\ Ú e.

Since e > 0 is arbitrary, (2.4) is thus proved.
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In case (2.5) holds, using obvious notation,

U(t,s)Uir,a)=    lim      lim    RA(t, s)RA.(r, a)f
IA|->0     |A'|-0

=   lim     lim   Ra.(t, o)RA(t, s)f   by (2.5)
|A1 —0     IA'1-.O

=   U(T, o)U(t, S)f

for all (r, a), (/, s) e D, fe £. Also, U(-, ■) is strongly continuous in this case by

Corollary 2.2.

3. The commutative case. Let A(-): R+ -+sí, so that for each t>0, A(t) is the

infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous contraction semigroup {T(s; A(t)),

seR+} in JP). (By the Hille-Yosida Theorem [2], [5], [13], this holds if and

only if A(t) is a closed densely defined operator and A is in the resolvent set of A(t)

and ||A(A7-^(0)_1||^1 whenever A>0, teR+.) The domain of A(t) will be

denoted by 3(A(t)).

Consider the following set of conditions.

(BI) T(t; A(t))T(s, A(a)) = T(s; A(a))T(t; A(t)) for all s, a,t,reR + .

(B2) There is a dense linear manifold 3<^'& such that 3<=- (~^lteR+ 3(A(t)), and

for each/e 3, the limits

A(r-)f= lim Ait)/, A(r+)/= lim Ait)/
í-»t- Í-T +

exist (here A(0-)/= A(0)f), and A(t-)/= A(r+ )/= A(r)/ for all but a finite

number of t in any bounded subinterval of F+.

(B2)' There is a dense linear manifold 3<^?Z such that 3<=Ç)teR* 3(A(t)),

and for each/e 3 and each t e R+,

lim A(t)/=A(r)/.

Theorem 3.1. Let A(): R+ -^ sé and let (BI), (B2) hold. Then A(-) is the in-

finitesimal propagator of a strongly continuous contraction commutative generalized

semigroup U(-, ■) in á?(36). Furthermore,

(i) i/0£s¿t<(X>, if

/e3(A(t+))=   Q       H      3iAir)),
n = l   ie[f,i + l/n)

and // lim j _ ( + A (t)/= A (t )/ then

lim h-\U(t + h, s)/- Vit, s)/) = A(t)U(t, s)/ = U(t, s)A(t)/;
Ä-.0 +

(ii) i/0^s<t<oo, if

/e3(A(t-))=   Q H ®iAir)),
re = l     ie(i-l/n,í]

and if'limT_(_ A(r)f=A(t)fi then

lim   -h-\U(t-h, s)f- Vit, s)f) = Ait)Uit, s)/ = C/(i, s)Ait)/;
Ä-.0 +
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(iii) ;/0^i<f<co, iffe2(A(s+)), and if lim^s+ A(r)f=A(s)f then

lim   h~\U(t, s + h)f- U(t, s)f) = - U(t, s)A(s)f = -A(s)U(t, s)f;
ft-»0 +

(iv) ;/0<5^/<oo, iffe2(A(s-)), and if lim^s_ A(r)f=A(s)f then

lim   -h-\U(t, s-h)f- U(t, s)f) = - U(t, s)A(s)f = -A(s)U(t, s)f
Ä->0 +

Theorem 1.1 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1, so it suffices to prove

Theorem 3.1. The advantage of hypothesis (B2) is that it enables one to deal with

"piecewise continuous" A(-); in particular, A(-) can be the step function

CO

A(-) =  2 AiXUi.ti + 1)(-),
i = i

where 0 = t0<tx< ■ ■ ■ ->co, A^es/.

For the proof of Theorem 3.1 the following three lemmas will be useful.

Lemma 3.2. Let 3E be a Banach space, and let Tx,..., Tn, Sx,.. ., Sn e¿$(3i) be

contractions such that UV= VU for all U, Ve{Tx,..., Tn, Sx,. ..,Sn}. Then for

eachfeX,

\\(TX---Tn)f-(SX---Sn)f\\ á  2  \T<f-SJl-
i = i

This result is proved in Feller [3, p. 252]; it also follows from Lemma 5.2.

Lemma 3.3. Let A, B es/, and suppose that

T(s;A)T(t;B) = T(t;B)T(s;A)

for alls, te R+. Then, ifteR+ andfe 2(A) n 2(B),

\\T(t;A)f-T(t;B)f\\ Ú t\\Af-Bf\\.

Proof. The result is trivial for r=0, so assume t is positive. life 2(A) n 2(B),

\\T(t; A)f-T(t; B)f\\ = \\[T(t ¡n; A)ff-[T(t ¡n; B)ff\\

á « || T(t In ; A)f- T(t \n ; B)f\\    by Lemma 3.2

= n-(tln)\\(tln)-\T(tln; A)f-f)-(tln)-\T(t¡n; B)f-f)\\

-> t\\Af-Bf\\

as « -> oo. Since the left side of the above inequality does not depend on «, the result

follows.

The author is indebted to Professor Peter D. Lax for pointing out that a standard

trick gives the following simple and direct alternate proof:

||J(r; A)f-T(t; B)f\\ = I Í | (T(ts; A)T(t(l -s); B)f) ds\\
II Jo *"

=    f  T(ts;A)T(t(l-s);B)(tA-tB)fds
II Jo

= t\\Af-Bf\\.
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Lemma 3.4. Let {Tit; A), t e F+}, {Tit; B), t e F+} be strongly continuous semi-

groups in J"(36) such that F(í; A) and Tit; B) commute /or all values o/ s, t e R+.

Let/e 3iA). Then/or each s e F+, F(i; B)/e 3(A) and

AT(s;B)/=T(s;B)A/.

The obvious proof is omitted.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let the hypotheses of the theorem hold. Let 0 á a < b < oo.

Suppose that A1, A2 are two partitions of [a, b] ; for i= 1, 2,

A<: a = to < t[ < ■ ■ ■ < t'ni = b,       Ají = <J-l}_lf    r\ e [t)_i, tj],

| A*| =max1SíSn¡ Ají. Let/e 3. For i =1,2, set

FA</=nF(A$.iM(T}))/
/=i

By (BI), the order in which the factors appear in the above product is irrelevant.

Let e>0 be given. A 8 = 8^,/ a, b) > 0 will be determined suchthat ¡A1], |A2| <S

implies ||FAi/-FA2/| <e. Then it will follow that U(b, a)/=lim|A|_0 FA/exists.

Let A3 be the common refinement of A1, A2; A3: a = t%<t\< ■ ■ ■ <í3 =¿>, where

t% = a, and once i3 has been defined, i3+1 is the smallest of t\,..., t„lt i?,..., i22

which is larger than i3. For /'= 1, 2, FA'/can be written as

(3.1) R^/=UT(^t;A(s'M
j=i

where sj is defined in the following manner : s] = rk, where k is the unique subscript

such that f]*-i 5» rf_x < t] ¿, tk. Note that the semigroup property has been used in

obtaining (3.1).

Using (3.1) and (BI) one gets

m m

II Rs/~ R**ñ =       I Ti^t ; Ais}))/- n n^t ; Ais}))/
Il y = i j = i

m

(3.2) í  2 \\TiAp;A(sj))/-T(Ap;A(s2))/\\    by Lemma 3.2
í=i

m

è 2 àp\\Ais})f-Aisf)fi
i = l

by Lemma 3.3, since /e3<=f~]teK* 3(A(t)). Let rf,...,rf be the points

of discontinuity of A()/ on [a, ¿>]. By (B2), L is finite, and given e1>0 there

is a Si>0 such that ¡^(s)/— ^4(í)/|| <ex whenever s, te[a, b], \s—t\<8, and

none  of rf,...,rf belongs to the closed interval between s and t. Choose
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ei = el(b-a+2LM), where yVf=supaSiÊi) \\A(t)f\\ <oo by (B2). Let 8 =

min (Si/2, ex). Then from (3.2),

m

\\R*f-RA»ñ ^  2 W\\A(s})f-A(s2)f\\
j = i

m

(3.3) ú 2 A?'«i+r
y=i

= (*-«K+r
if I A1!, I A21 < S, where 2' is the sum of all terms of the form

A^t\\A(s})f-A(sj)f\\

where [tf-x, '?] contains one or more of the exceptional points rf,..., tJ. There

are certainly no more than 2L such terms, each of which is bounded by

b?,t-M ú M8 ^ Mex

if | A1!, | A21 <8, and in this case

\\Rt>f-Ri¿ñ < (b-a)ex+2LMex   by (3.3) and the above

= e.

It follows from this and from ||FA<|| ̂ 1 and 2=X that

U(b, a)g =   lim   RAg
¡A|->0

exists for all geX, and all [a, ¿>]<=F+. By Proposition 2.3, U(-, ■): D^@(X)

is a strongly continuous contraction commutative generalized semigroup with

infinitesimal propagator A(-).

Now let 0^igr<oo and fe2(A(t+)) be such that limt-.t + A(r)f=A(t)f.

Then, letting g= U(t, i)/and using obvious notations, for «>0,

h-\U(t + h,s)f-U(t,s)f) = h-\U(t + h,t)g-g)

lim
|û|-»0

fi nv; A(Tt))g- n nv; A(t))g
L i = l

+h-\T(h;A(t))g-g)

= /i+/2-

Here the fact that

r(«M(0) = fiF(AiiM(0)=   lim   fln^t; A(t))

has been used.

Let FA = n?=i T(A¡t; A(Tt)) be an approximation for U(t, s), and let F e 2(A(t)).

By repeated application of Lemma 3.4,

A(r)RAF = RAA(r)F
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Letting |A| ->-0 and using the fact that Air) is a closed operator it follows that

Uit,s)Fe3iAir)),and

(3.4) A(r)U(t, s)F = U(t, s)A(t)F.

By (3.4), with r=t, F=/ it follows that

lim f2 = Ait)g = Ait)UQ, s)/ = Uit, s)Ait)/

It will now be shown that limA_0/i=0.

11/11 = lim A-1|nr(Ai/M(r1))g-nr(AííM(0)gl
lAl-*°        II 1=1 i = l

< lim inf «-1 'S Att\\A(Tt)g-A(t)g\\    by Lemmas 3.2, 3.3
iai^o

^ liminf«-1 V V   SUP   \\A(r)g-A(t)g\\
|A| — 0 ¡'TÍ te[U + ft]

= lim inf    sup    \\Air)g-Ait)g\\.
|A|->0     leK.i + it]

Using (3.4),

\\A(r)g-A(t)g\\  = \\Uit,s)iAir)f-Ait)f)\\  í  \\A(r)/-Ait)/\\.

Therefore, since lim^^ Air)f=Ait)f it follows that limA_0/1 = 0. This completes

the proof that

lim   h~\Uit + h, s)/- Uit, s)f) = Ait)Uit, s)f = Uit, s)A(t)/
ÍI-.0 +

The remaining three assertions of Theorem 3.1 are proved in a similar manner.

The commutativity assumption (BI) and equation (3.4) are used. The proof of the

theorem is thus completed.

If w(i)= Uit, s)fi its,/el, then ||w()|| is a monotone nonincreasing function

on [s, oo) since || í/(t, o)\\ ̂  1 for each (t, <j) e D. This is a slightly stronger form of

the last assertion of Theorem 1.1.

In applying Theorems 3.1 and 1.1 to abstract evolution equations it is desirable

to have a criterion to determine when the commutativity relation (BI) is fulfilled.

Roughly speaking, if 36 = C(0) or L*(£i), if 30 (=C4(0) or CJ(O) or C0°°(ß), etc.)

is dense in 36, and if A, B are differential operators having closed extensions (denoted

again by A, B) which are infinitesimal generators, then, under suitable conditions,

AB/=BA/for all/e30 implies (XI-A)'1 and (A7-F)-1 commute for large A,

which implies that T(s; A) and T(t; B) commute.

Theorem 3.5. Let A, B be infinitesimal generators of strongly continuous semi-

groups in á?(36). Let 30 be a linear manifold in 36 such that 30<=3(AB) n 3(BA)

and ABf= BAffor all 30. Suppose there is a X0 > 0 such that

3A = {(XI-A)(XI-B)f:fe30}

is dense in 36/or each A> A0. Then F(í; A) commutes with F(j; B)/or all t, s e R +.
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Proof. The proof depends on the exponential formula

(3.5) T(t;A)f= lim (I-tn~M)-/,      /e«,
n-*oo

(see [5, p. 352]). Let

2U, = 0x/-,4)(A/-F)(^o) = 0*/- AXXI-A)-i(®¿.

Then for A, /x sufficiently large, 2uA is dense in 3£ since SA is and (p,I— A)(XI— A) "1

is an automorphism of 3c. The bounded operators (/x/—^)_1(A/—F)_1 and

(AZ-F)-1^/-^)"1 clearly coincide on 2uh. Hence (tt/-/!)-1 and (AZ-F)-1

commute for A, p. large enough. Hence, for/e X, i, j e F + ,

T(s;A)T(t;B)f=  lim (Z-sn-1^)-" lim (J-ùr1*)-"/
n-* co n-* co

=  lim (I-sn^AY^I-tn^BYJ

=  lim (I-tn-1B)-n(I-sn'íA)-nf
n-* co

= r(r;5)F(s;,4)/.

Here we have used (3.5), the commutativity of (7—i^4)_1 and (I—vB)'1 for «,

f sufficiently small, and the fact that if Sn, Tn, S, Te á?(3£) and if Sn -» S, Fn -> F

strongly, then SnFn -> ST strongly.

Let /l, F be as in Theorem 3.5, and let A e p(A) n p(B), where p(F) is the resolvent

set of the operator T. Then (XI—A)'1 commutes with (XI—B)'1 if and only if

(XI— A) commutes with (XI—B) on the domain

^A = {(A/-^)^1(A/-F)-1/:/63£}.

Corollary 3.6. Let A, B be infinitesimal generators of strongly continuous

semigroups in 88(%). Let JÍÁ be defined as above, and suppose that ABf=BAffor all

feJ( =   lim    U JIÀ=   UHU   Jlx\

Then the conclusion of Theorem 3.5 holds.

Proof. According to the remark preceding the statement of the corollary,

(XI— A)'1 and (AZ-F)"1 commute for large enough A. The proof of Theorem 3.5

now applies.

In concluding this section the following consequence of Theorems 3.1, 1.1 can

be given.

Corollary 3.7. Let A(): R+ -^ sé satisfy (Bl) and (B2) (or (B2)'). Let a():

R+ -» F+ be continuous. If B(t) = a(t)A(t), then B(): R+ -^ sé, and B(-) satisfies

(Bl) and (B2) (or (B2)'). Consequently the conclusions of Theorem 3.1 (or 1.1) apply

to the generalized semigroup of which B() is the infinitesimal propagator.

Proof. If A is an infinitesimal generator and a^O, then aA is an infinitesimal

generator and T(t; aA) = T(at; A). Since a(-) is continuous, the corollary follows

immediately.
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4. Examples.    In this section Theorem 1.1 will be applied to (spatially homo-

geneous) Cauchy problems of the form

(4-1)       | = J, aij{t) ¿^+2 bit) ̂  + c(t)u,    uiO, x) = /(*).

First consider the semigroups associated with constant coefficient parabolic

equations in Fn. Define an operator L formally by

iLu)ix) = ^2   ̂ ¿^W+  Ï bi^W+cuix).

Here x = ixu..., xn)e Rn. Let 36 be the Banach space of bounded continuous

functions on F" that vanish at oo; 36 is equipped with the supremum norm. Assume

that the matrix (aw) is positive definite and that c :£ 0. Then there exists a strongly

continuous contraction semigroup {F(i), t e R+} with infinitesimal generator A,

such that A/=Lf for all

/ e C2 = \ g : g, ~-y t—r— e 36, 1 á /, 7 ^ «, and g has compact support in Fn
^ (7Xj ox¡ oXj

Moreover, there exists a nonnegative (Green's) function G(-, •): F+ xFn->- F+

such that

(4.2) (F(i)/)(x)= f /(y)G(r,x-v)^
JR"

for all /e 36. These assertions can be proved, for example, by the parametrix

method (Friedman [4]) or by Fourier transforms. As noted above, 3iA)^C2;

however, a complete characterization of 3iA) does not seem to be known (Nelson

[10]).

Proposition 4.1. Suppose that a^i-), ¿>¡(), c(-) (1^/, j&n) are continuous

/unctions on R+ to F1, that (a^it)) is a positive definite symmetric matrix for each

t e R+, and that fe C2. Then there exists a unique (classical) solution of the Cauchy

problem (4.1) which, as a function of x for fixed t, vanishes at 00, and which depends

continuously on the initial data.

Proof. Let the hypotheses of the theorem hold. It suffices to find the solution

uT on [0, F] x Fn with F>0 arbitrary. (By uniqueness, uT(t, x) = us(t, x) whenever

O^i^min iS, T).) As far as finding uT is concerned, the values c(t) for t>T are

irrelevant. In particular, uT(-, •) is the solution of the problem

Tt - *> S tI   a^8x78x-i+ 2 Ht)^ + cTit)v,

v(0,x)=/(x),
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where cT(t) = c(min(t,T)). cT(-) is bounded above on F + , say by MT. Let vT

= e~MrtuT. Then vT satisfies

^ = (-MTI+L(t))v,       v(0,x)=f(x).

More explicitly,

â7 - (2 MO 5^+ 2 WO ̂HcT(t)-MT)v,

and cT(0-A/ráO for all teR+. The point of this calculation is that it may be

assumed, for convenience, that c(0^0 for all t e R+.

By the remarks at the beginning of this section, the hypotheses of the theorem

and the condition c(t)^0 imply that for each t e R+ there is a strongly continuous

contraction semigroup {T(t; A(t)), t e F+} such that 2(A(t))=>CI and A(r)=L(r)f

for all/eC2.

It will now be shown that the rest of the conditions of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied.

Take 2 = Cl life 2,

\\A(t)f-A(r)f\\  =  ||F(0/-F(r)/||

82f   II,   V  ii Art    i., m II 8/á    2    MO-AmMI    -r-L- \\+ 2   |*,(0-¿.(r)|    .
í.7-1 °XiOXj\\      f?x \OXi

+ |c(0-c(t)| |/H-*0

as r-> t by the continuity of the coefficients. Therefore (B2)' is satisfied. To see

that (Bl) holds, let Gz(-, ■) be the Green's function corresponding to {F(r; A(t)),

t e R+}. Then, using (4.2), whenever t, t, s, g g F + , x e Fl,fe 3£,

T(s;A(a))T(t;A(r))f(x)= f   (T(t; A(r))f)(x-z)G°(z,s) dz

(4-3)

= |     i   f(x-z-y)GHy,t)G"(z,s)dydz,
jRn JR"

and similarly

(4.4)     T(t; A(t))T(s; A(o))f(x) = f    f   f(x-y-z)G°(z, s)G\y, t) dz dy.
Jr" Jr"

The expressions in (4.3) and (4.4) are equal by Fubini's Theorem, therefore (Bl)

holds.

By Theorem 1.1, A(-) is the infinitesimal propagator of a strongly continuous

contraction generalized semigroup U(-, ■) in á?(3c). For/eâ> = C2, u(t, ■) =

(U(t, 0)/)() is the unique solution of the problem

8u V /Vk       8*U V    W  1   5" ,  N

ä7= J/'XO^^+^MO^+^K
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lim^o u(t, x)=/(x) uniformly in x e Rn and supxeE» \u(t, x)\ ásupXGH" \/(x)\ for

all t e R+. In case c() is not necessarily nonpositive, the stability condition becomes

sup   \u(t, x)\ ¿  sup eMt\/(x)\
XER" X£R"

where, as before, M¡ = maxse[(M] c(s).

The proof of the above proposition can be modified to show that the Cauchy

problem for the equations

(8u\8t)(t, x) = (L(t)u)(t, x) + d(t)u(t, x + e(t)),
co

(8u/8t)(t,x) =(L(t)u)(t,x) + d(t) 2 u(t,x + e(t))¡m\
m = 0

can be solved classically if the hypotheses of Proposition 4.1 hold and if d(-):

R+ -» F and e(-): R+ -» Rn are continuous.

We conclude this section by solving a higher order parabolic equation with

constant coefficients. Let O be a bounded domain in Fn with a sufficiently smooth

boundary (of class C3p_1 will do). If au..., a, are integers between 1 and n,

set a = (a1, . . ., a¡), \a\ =j, and

D« = 8¡¡8xai---8xar

The formula

11/11? =   2    f  \Da/ix)\2dx
lalSte   Ja

defines an inner product norm on the space

Gk = {fe C"(£2) : ||/||fc < oo}.

Let Hk(Q.) be the completion of Gk in || ■ ||k, and let Hk(Q.) be the completion in

|| • ||fc of Co°°(i2), the C° functions with compact support in D.

Let Ait), for each fixed t e R + , be an elliptic operator of order 2p with constant

coefficients (see, for example, Friedman [4, Chapter 10]). By the results of Lax

and Milgram [9], there exists a real number y(t) such that A(t) — y(t)IesJ and

3iAit)) = 3(A(t)-y(t)I) = 772p(fí) n 77°(Q)

independent of r. If the coefficients of Ait) depend continuously on t, then y(-)

can be taken to be a continuous function of t.

Proposition 4.2. Let L be an elliptic operator o/ order 2p with coefficients

depending on t but not on x; moreover, suppose the dependence of the coefficients on

t is continuous. Then the problem

ut = Lu,       u(0) =/,       Dauit) = 0   on 8Ü, \a\ ^ p

has a strong (i.e. L2) solution «(•) iffe 772p(i2) n 77p(Q). w(-) depends on f continu-

ously (in norm), and u() satisfies the boundary conditions in the sense that

M(.):F+^772p(Q)n772(Q).
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The last statement follows from Lemma 5.2 which will be proved in the next

section. The rest of the proof can be patterned after that of Proposition 4.1, except

that Theorem 3.5 is used to prove the commutativity. The proof is omitted.

5. The general case. Theorem 1.2 will be proved in this section. Prior to the

proof some remarks will be made concerning the hypotheses of this theorem.

In the following section concrete examples are given to show that the conditions

(Al), (A2) are nonvacuous; these examples help illustrate the nature of (Al),

(A2).
We isolate part of the statement of Theorem 1.2 as a lemma.

Lemma 5.1. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 hold. Then for each (t, s) e D,

U(t,s):3-> O ®iAir))
I6Ü +

// 36 is reflexive.

In particular, it follows that each t/(î, s) leaves 3 invariant in case 3=3iA(tf) is

independent of /. The proof of Lemma 5.1 will be presented after the proof of

Theorem 1.2.

Note that if the conditions of Theorem 1.1 hold, and if 3=3(A(t)) is indepen-

dent of /, then (A2) is fulfilled. This will be proved in the next paragraph. So in

case 3 = 3(A(t)) is independent of /, Theorem 1.2 is a generalization of Theorem

1.1 ; in case 3(A(t)) does depend on t, this need not be true. (In the example of the

preceding section, 3 = C2 is not left invariant by each T(s; A(t)) so that (Al)

is not satisfied.)

Now suppose that 3=3(A(t)) is independent of t and that the hypotheses of

Theorem 1.1 hold. Note that in this case T(s; Ait)) leaves 3 = 3(A(t)) invariant.

life 3 ands, t, reF+,

(5.1) A(t)T(s; A(r))f = T(s; A(r))A(t)f

by Lemma 3.4. Let/e 3, £>0, t e R+. Then there is a 8 = 8(e, t,f)>0 such that

\\A(t + h)f-A(t)f\\  < e

if t + h e F + , \h\ <8. If g e C(f, t¡, J) for some choice of r¡, J, then g can be written

as

g = T(t1;A(r1))-..T(tn;A(rn))/

and so if t+heR+, \h\<8,

\\A(t+h)g-A(t)g\\ = \{A(t+h)-Ait)}Titi;A(r^..Titn;A^1M\

= \\T(ti; A(Tl)). ■ -T(tn; Airn)){A(t+h)/-A(t)/}\\    by (5.1)

Ú \\Ait+h)/-Ait)/\\ < e.
Also,

MiT,/v,J) á    max   ||yl(/)/|| < oo.
teCO.T]

Hence (A2) holds, with 8 independent of r¡ and 7.
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Some lemmas will be required for the proof of Theorem 1.2. These are generaliza-

tions of Lemmas 3.2, 3.3.

Lemma 5.2. Let Tx,..., Tn, Sx,..., Sn be contractions in â8(£). Then for each

fe*,

\\(TX- ■ -Tn)f-(Sx-- -Sn)f\\ Ú ¡TJ--SJW + J ¡(Tt-SdS^x- ■ -Snf\\.
i = l

Proof. The proof is by the telescoping method. Let Ux=Vn = I,

Ut = Tx-■  Ti-x,        Vt = Si + 1---Sn,       i=l,...,n.

Then

(Tx--Tn)-(Sx--Sn)= 2 WiF'-U*S*V¿'•

hence

\\{Tx---Tn)f-(Sx---sn)f\\ g 2 m-sdvjw,
i = l

and the proof is complete.

Lemma 5.3. Let A, Besé. Let f e2(A) n 2(B), and suppose that T(-; B)f:

R+ -> 2(A). Then

\\T(t; A)f-T(t; B)f\\ Í (U) £ \\(A-B)T(u; B)f\\ du

where the integral is an upper Riemann integral (infimum of upper sums).

Proof. For t e R+,

\T(t;A)f-T(t;B)f\\ = «H)>-WM)"'
Ú  2 \\{T(tln;A)-T(tln;B)}T(t(n-i)ln;B)f\\

i = i
by Lemma 5.2 and the semigroup property

= (t¡n) 2 \\{(tln)-\T(t¡n;A)-I)-(tln)-^

■(T(tln;B)-I)}T(t(n-i)ln;B)f\\.

As « ^ oo, the limit superior of this expression is bounded by the upper

integral (U) f0 ||(A - B)T(u ; B)f\\ du. Since the left side of the above inequality

does not depend on «, the lemma follows.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let the hypotheses of the theorem hold. Let A1, A2 be

two partitions of [a, b]<^R+ ; for i= 1, 2,

A«: a = t\> < t{ < • ■ • < 4, - b,      tJ 6 [/}_x, t)],

AU = t\-t\-x,       W\=   max   Ají.
láián,

Let

FA< = F(A'ni/; A(r'n)). • .F(Aii; A(r[)).
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First it will be shown that

Uib,a)/=   lim   RJ
IAI-.0

exists for each/e 36. Since ||FA|| ̂  1 and 3 is dense in 36, it suffices to show that

limlA|_o Ra/exists for each/e3. To that end, let e>0 and /e3 be given. It

suffices to find a 8 > 0 such that

||Fai/-Fa2/|  < e

if IA1!, |A2| <S. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, let A3 be the common refinement

ofA\A2:

A3:a = i3 <tl <•••< f3 =b;

once r3 has been defined, r3+1 is the smallest of {t{,..., t\v t2,..., r22} which is

greater than tf. For i'=l, 2, s¡ = Tk, where k is the unique subscript such that

tk-atf_i<t^tl Then

Ra>/= TiAlt; Ais'm))- • -F(A3i; Ais[))/

Therefore,

ll*W-FA3/|| = ¡TiAlt; Aisl))-■-TiAl; Ais\))/

(5 2) - TO/ ; Ais2m)) • • ■ T{m AisWW
m-2

= H/oll+2 IKnAä-iiM^-^-nAä-iiM^-i))}^-,!!

by Lemma 5.2, where

/o = TiAft; Ais\))/-TiA\t; Ais\))/

and

ft = F(A3_1Í; Aisl.i))-   -T(Mt; Ais2))/.

Let b-¿T«x>, t) = T, /=[0,F]. Then gke C(/ij,7). (Actually, 7,=¿-a and

J= [a, b] will do.) Since lim|Ai|.|A2H0 ||/0||=0, there isa S^O such that ||/0¡<s/2

if | A1], |A2| <S. Now, by Lemma 5.3,

||{F(A3 _it; ̂ (4-0)-F(A3 _,/; ¿(4-i))}*«-,¡

Jo

But also F(w; .^(i2,-,))^,^ e C(/, ^, J) with the same ^ and J as above, hence by

hypothesis (A2), there is a S2 > 0 such that

(5.4) |ptà-0-^(4-i)}F(MM(i2_0)gm_J <eßib-a)
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independent of m, i, u e [0, A%_tt], as long as ¡A1!, |A2| < S2. If S is the smaller of

8X, 82, then \A1\, |A2|<8 implies

"1-2 /*Am-li

\\R^f-R^f\\ Ú ll/olK 2   W \\{A(s^i)-A(s2m.i)}T(u;A(s2m.i))gm-i\\du
1 = 0 Jo

<%VrA3   rt     ' by (5.2) and (5.3)
2+ f-f0  l  m_i J2(è-a) using (5.4)

£       £
= 2 + 2 = e-

Hence U(b, a) = lim|A|_0 FA exists in the strong operator topology for all

(b,a)eD. Summarizing, given e>0, F>0, and/e2, there is a 8 = 8(£, F,/)>0

such that

(5.5) \\U(b,a)f-RAf\\ <e

whenever O^a^b^Tand A is any partition of [a, b] such that |A| < 8.

According to Proposition 2.3, U(-, ■) is a generalized semigroup in á?(3c).

According to Propositions 2.1 and 2.3, to show that U(-, ■) is strongly continuous,

it suffices to show that

lim U(t, a)f = U(t, s)f
(t,<7)->(t,s);(t,<7)eD,iSt

whenever (t, s) e D,fe 3c. It suffices to prove this for/e 2, since 2 is dense in 3c

and \\U(t,s)\\^l.

First consider the case when s=t. Then a^r^s=t. For/e2,

\\U(r,o)f-f\\  =  \\U(T,o)f-T(r-a;A(a))f\\

+ \\T(t-o; A(o))f-T(r-a; A(t))f\\ + ¡T(r-o; A(t))f-f\\

= Jx+J2+J$.

Clearly Ja -> 0 as (t, a) -> (t, t). Also Jx -> 0 as (t, o-) -> (r, 0 by (5.5), taking

Ra = T(t—o; A(a)); this corresponds to a trivial partition of [a, t]. Finally

J2 ^ (U) P * ||(,4(<r)-,4(0)F(M; A(t))f\\ du       by Lemma 5.3

ï ({/) f "* M(a)F(«;A(t))f\\ du+ P" \\T(u; A(t))A(t)f\\ du
Jo Jo

S (r-a)M(t,f t, [0, t]) + (r-c)\\A(t)f\\ -> 0

as (r, a) -> (r, 0 by (A2), since T(u; A(t))fe C(f, t, [0, t]).

Now let í>í^0(t^O- Fetfe2.

U(t, a)f- U(t, s)f =  lim (Unf- VJ),
n-»co

where

►V-r('-^M(,))-r(t£M(»+i«-»)))/
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In fact, according to (5.5), given ex > 0 there is a Si > 0 such that t/n<8i implies

II UJ- U(t, o)/\\  < eu || VJ- Uit, s)/\\  < ei.

Therefore, to prove that

lim      U(r,o)/=U(t,s)fi
(t,<r)-»(t.<)

it suffices to prove the following: given £>0 and a positive integer «,

lim sup    \UJ-VJW Û*.
(T,<r)-»(M)

Let e > 0 be given, and let « be fixed but arbitrary.

WJ- vj\ - |r(^; ,W). - .r(^;,(.+l<^>))/-r(^;m)

*¿IW^4+¿<'-*)HtM^M)W
n= 2"<
i=i

by Lemma 5.2, where each h{ is an element of Cif, t, [0, i]).

= F¡l + Fi2.

The semigroups {F(w; ¿f(tf))} are strongly continuous, therefore there is a

8( = S,(e, «) such that Kf<e\2n if |j—o\ + \t — t| <8¡, i=\,..., n.

Let ¿fc,(«)=r(«; ¿f(j+z'(r-.y)/«))«i; Âr,(w) e C(/ t, [0, /]) if O^w^r. By Lemma

5.3 and the definition of £¡(m),

A? á (£/)£'     ' [|{^(^+^ (r-«r))-¿(í+¿ (*-*))}*,(«) |<fc.

Since Ai-)g is uniformly strongly continuous on the compact interval [0, t], the

continuity in addition being uniform in g e C(f, t, [0, t]) by (A2), there is a 80>0

such that

\\Aiu)g-Aiv)g\\ < e\2t
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whenever g e C(/ t, [0, t ]) and u, d e [0, /], \u — v\<80. If |i — <j| + |r — t| <S0/2,

then

|(a + Í(T-a))-(J + ^(í-s))| = |(a-5)+Í{(T-/)-|-(í-a)}

£ 2|a-í| + |r-í|  < 2--^ = S0,

and so

|{^(a+(//«Xr-a))-^+(í/»)(í-jt))}*1(ll)I < «/2f.

Hence

¡•(i - <r)/n

Jo 2r «    2f     2«

since O^o-^T^r.

Combining the estimates gives

¡UJ-VJ¡ú2iK}+K?)<Zi(±+±) = e

if \s—ct| + \t—r\ < 8 = S(e, «) = min (80/2, 8U ..., 8n). Thus,

lim sup   \\Un/-Vn/\\ £«,
<T,0)-(í,S>

as was to be shown. So the strong continuity of the generalized semigroup t/(-, •)

on D is completely proved.

It will be shown that for/e 3,

(5.6) lim   h-\Uit+h, t)f-f) = Ait)/   for all t e F+,
Ä-.0 +

(5.7) lim   h~\Uit, t-h)/-/) = Ait)/   for all t > 0.
h-.0 +

If A is a partition of [a, b], RAib, a) denotes an approximation of Uib, a) corre-

sponding to A. To prove (5.6), let/e 3 and t e R+. Using obvious notation,

(5.8) U{t+h,t)/=   lim   RAH + h,t)f
IAI-,0

and

iiFA(i+«,o/-n«M(0)/n
= ||F(Anr; A{rn))- ■ Tiátt; A^f-Ti^t; Ait))- • -7ÏA*; Ait))f\\

=  2 W r\\{AÍTl)-Ait)}Tiu;Ait))TiAi + it;Ait))---TiAnt;Ait))/\\du
(Tí Jo

by Lemmas 5.2, 5.3

Ï  2 A>' SUP {\\{Air)-Ait)}Tiv; Ait))/\\ :ve[0, «], r e [r, f+ftj}.
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But 2"=iA.f=«, and

lim sup {\\{A(r)-A(t)}T(v; A(t))f\\ :ve[0, «], r e [t, t + h]} = 0
Ä-.0 +

by (A2). Therefore

(5.9) ||FA(r+«, t)f-T(h; A(t))f\\ í «£(«),

where

m = sup {\\{A(r)-A(t)}T(v; A(t))f\\ :ve[0, «], r e [t, t + h]},

and limft_0+ £(«)=0. Consequently,

lim sup \\h-\U(t+h, t)f-f)-A(t)f\\

Ú lim sup \\h~\U(t+h, t)f-f)-h-\T(h; A(t))f-f)\\
Ä-.0 +

+ lim sup \\h~\T(h; A(t))f-f)-A(t)f\\
ft-.0 +

= lim sup ¡h-^U^+h, t)f-T(h; A(t))f)\\ +0
Ä-.0 +

= lim sup I«-1/ lim RA(t+h, t)f-T(h; A(t))f\ \\    by (5.8)
Ä-.0+      || \|A|-0 )|]

g limsupl«-1-/^«)! by (5.9)
Ä-.0 +

= lim sup H(h) = 0.
Ä-.0 +

Thus formula (5.6) holds.

The verification of (5.7) is similar; if/e 2 and r>0,

lim sup \\h~\U(t, t-h)f-f)-A(t)f\\

g lim sup \\h-\U(t, t-h)f-f)-h-\T(h; A(t))f-f)\\
Ä-.0 +

+lim sup \\h-\T(h; A(t))f-f)-A(t)f\\
Ä-.0 +

= lim sup « - ! || U(t, t - «)/- F(« ; A(t))f\\ + 0
Ä-.0 +

= limsupA-^supíll^íO-^WJF^j^íO)/! : r e [0, «], Te[i-«, r]}

= 0.

Now suppose that each t/(¿>, a) leaves 2 invariant. For/e ^ and s e R+, if

«(•) = C/(.,í)/:[í,oo)^^,

then u(s)=f \\u(t)\\ g ||k(t)|| ^ ||/|| whenever jgr^r<oo, and if r^j,

Ç«(0 = Hm h-\U(t+h,s)f-U(t,s)f)
at h-»o +

=  lim h-1(U(t+h,t)-I)U(t,s)f=A(t)f
fc-»0 +

by (5.6), since t/(r, i)/e S.
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The uniqueness is an immediate consequence of [6, Theorem 1, p. 210]. This

completes the proof.

Proof of Lemma 5.1. Let the hypotheses of the lemma hold. Let/e 2, t e R+.

It will now be shown that U(t, s)fe 2(A(t)). To that end, let {An} be a sequence

of partitions of [s, t] such that limn_co |An| =0; let Rn = RAn(t, s) be corresponding

approximations for U(t, s). Since each T(u; A(v)) leaves 2 invariant, Rnfe2

c2(A(t)) for each positive integer «. By assumption (A2), ||/i(T)Fn/|| is a bounded

numerical sequence since

M(r)Fn/|| ^ sup {\\A(r)g\\ :geC(f, t, [0, t])} < co.

Consequently U(t, s)fe2(A(r)) and

A(r)U(t,s)f= weak lim A(r)Rnf

according to the following result.

Lemma 5.4. Let 3c be reflexive. Let A be a closed densely defined operator on

2(A)<^X to 3c. If {gn} is a weakly convergent sequence in 2(A) such that \\Agn\\

is bounded, then {Ag„} converges weakly to an element of 2(A) and

Alv/eak lim gn\ = weak lim Agn.
\ 71-+ CO / 71-* CO

For proof see Kato [6, p. 214].

It is of interest to know when (d¡dt)u( ■) exists as a two-sided derivative, when u(-)

is the solution of the Cauchy problem

(d+/dt)u(t) = ^(0«(0, "(s) =f

in the statement of Theorem 1.2. Sufficient for this is that A(-)u(-): [s, oo) -^3c is

strongly continuous. To see this set

v(t) =  f A(t)u(t) dt+fi

Then v is strongly continously differentiable and (d+ldt)(u(t) — v(t)) = 0. Hence

u(t) = v(t) since v(s) = u(s).

The proof of Theorem 1.2 can be modified to yield a new proof of the following

classical result.

Corollary 5.5. Let 36 be a Banach algebra with identity. Let A(-): R+ -^3S be

continuous (in the norm topology of 3Í). Then A(-) is the infinitesimal propagator of a

continuous generalized semigroup in J1. Thus the Cauchy problem (1.1) is well posed.

The details are omitted.

6. Another example. In this section a general example will be given for which

the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 are satisfied, but for which the conditions of Theorem

1.1 fail to hold.

(6.1) |f = a(t, x) g+b(t, x)u       u(0, x) = f(x).
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Let 36 be C[-oo, oo] with the supremum norm or L"(-oo, oo), 1 g/?<oo. Suppose

that the following conditions hold :

(Cl) For each teR+, a(t, ■), b(t, ■), a2(t, ■), b2(t,-)eX (here a2(t, x) =

(8\8x)a(t, x)).

(C2) The maps t-^a(t, •), t->b(t, ■) are strongly continuous on F+ to 36.

(C3) supte[0,,) \\a2it, -)|| <oo, supi£L0,t] ||Z>2(r, -)|| <oo for each r e F+.

(C4) /e3 = {h:h,h'e$}.

(C5) bit, x) g 0 for all t e R+, x e R1.

Under these conditions the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 are satisfied. The proof

will be given for 36 = C[—co, oo]. As was shown in §4, Assumption (C5) can be made

without any loss of generality. A preliminary result is given first.

Lemma 6.1. Let a, b, / be continuous /unctions on F1, and suppose that a has a

continuous derivative. Let y( ■, x) be the unique solution o/ the ordinary differential

equation

dy/dt = aiy),       y(0) = x.

Then u given by

(6.2) uit, x) = exp {£ b(y(s, x)) dsj/(y(t, x))

satisfies

(6-3) ^ = a{x) fx+b(x)u       u{0, x) = /(*)

/orallteR+,xeR1.

Proof. This result is easily proved by differentiating u given by (6.2).

Since it is not obvious that formula (6.2) gives the solution to problem (6.3), a

formal derivation of (6.2) will now be given, using a result of semigroup theory.

A theorem of Trotter [12] (see also Nelson [11]) states that if {Tit), t e F+},

{Sit), t e R+}, Wit), t e R+} are semigroups with infinitesimal generators A, B,

A + B respectively, then

Uit) = lim (5(r/«)F(í/«))",
n-»co

the limit being in the strong operator topology. A = aix)id/dx) and F = è(x)7

(with properly assigned domains) generate, respectively, semigroups given by the

formulas

iT{t)/)ix) = /(y(t, x)),       (S(t)/)(x) = ¿**>/ix).

A + B = a(x)(d¡dx) + b(x)I generates the semigroup Wit), t e F+}, where

U{t)/= lim iSit¡ri)T{t¡n)Y,
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and u(t, x) = (U(t)f)(x) satisfies (6.3). A simple induction argument shows that

t
(S(tln)T(tln)Yf(x) = exp | 2 *(*''/». *» J¡)/W, *))•

Letting « -> oo, the representation (6.2) is obtained.

Equation (6.1) can be written as

Ut = A(t)u,       ii(0) = /

A straightforward calculation shows that if (C1)-(C5) hold, then the formula

T(t; A(r))g(x) = exp {£ ¿V(£ x)) d^g(y\t, x))

defines a strongly continuous contraction semigroup in á?(3c) ; here b\y) = b(r, y),

and yx(-, •) is associated with at(-) = a(r, ■) as in Lemma 6.1. Moreover,

2c2(A(r)) for each reR+,

A(r)g = a(r, -)g' + b(r, -)g

for t e F+, g e 2; and each T(t; A(t)) leaves 2 invariant.

It remains to show that condition (A2) holds. To that end, let/e 2, 77 >0, and

let / be a compact interval in F+. Let

g = T(tx; A(tx)). .-T(tn; A(rn))fe C(f, -n, J).

Recall that 3c = C[-co, 00]. Let

km(x) = yM'm> x),       m = 1,..., «,

and let p0(x) = 0, px(x) = kx(x), p2(x) = kx(k2(x)), and in general

pm(x) = kx(k2(-.-(km(x)) ■■■)).

Note that

p'x(x) = k'x(x),

p'2(x) = k'x(k2(x))k'2(x),...,

P'm(x)  = k'x(k2(- ■ -(km(X))- ■ ■))• • -k'n-x&rnixWJx).

According to a known result from the theory of ordinary differential equations

[1, pp. 22-25],

k'x(x) = 7^ y\U, x) = exp |J ' a2(s, yl>(s, x)) ds\-

Hence

0 Ú K(x) < é<m*t\

independent of x, where

yV(r) =  sup max(|a2(^, t)|, \b2(y, t)\).
yeR1
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Set NiJ) = sup {7V(t) : reJ}; then 7Y(/)<oo by (C3). It follows that

m f m        *\

0 Ú p'Jx) g O exp ihNird) è exp \ NÇT) 2 U \ Ú exp {N{J)V).
¡ = i I. i = i   J

Set

e,(x) = exp |J ' ^'(/'(".A-iW)) ¿"j'       ' = 1, • • -, «•

By induction,

*(*) =  f[ ^)f(Prix)).
(=1

Therefore,

g'00 = f[ ei(x)f'(Pn(x))p'nix)
( = 1

+ 2 n ^)fÍPÁx))p',-iix)- f' *V'(«.F/-i(*))) ¿",
i = l   iît/ Jo

where b%'i{-) = b2ÍTj, •). Condition (C5) implies 0^et{x)u 1. Also,

f'**;(/i(«,Pí-i(*)))<&   Sí^TYCO.
Jo

Combining all these estimates,

\g'ix)\ è ||/'iexp(/Y(y>,)+||/||exp(7Y(y>,) ¿ W)-
y=i

Hence

||g'|| gexp(A^(7)r,){||/'||+/V(7)^||/||}.

Also, || g|| g ¡/I ; therefore

\\Ait)g-Ais)g\\ =  sup |a(i,jc)i'(Jc)-ö(i, *)«'(*) + *('. *)*(*)-*(*. *)í(*)|

è ¡ait, .)-a{s, •)! exp (AT(7)7,){||/'||+^(7)^||/||}

+ ||¿>(í, ■)-*(*, •) 111/1-
Also,

M(F,/ v, J) = sup {|M(0g|| :geC(f, r,, J), t e [0, T]}

ï  max ¡a(í, •)l|exp(7Y(y>,X||/'ll+/y(/)ií||/|}
ietO.T]

4- max \\b(t, .)|| 11/11 < o).
te[0,T]

Therefore (A2) holds, and so by Theorem 1.2, the generalized semigroup

governing equation (6.1) and having A{) as its infinitesimal propagator exists.
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Fors, t, a, teR+,

T(t;A(r))T(s;A(a))f(x)

= exp {£ 6Wi> *)) #1} exp {£ b°(y°({2, y\t, x))) d^f(y°(s, y\t, x))),

and

T(s; A(a))T(t; A(r))f(x)

= exp {£ b°(y°(Çx, x)) d^ exp {£ ¿W* y<(í, a-))) #aW(r, y"(s, x))).

Only in special cases will

(6.4) T(t; A(r))T(s; A(c)) = T(s; A(o))T(t; A(r)).

In fact, roughly speaking, (6.4) will hold for all s, t, a, r (i.e. condition (Bl) of §3

will hold) if and only if a, b are of the form

a(t, x) = a(t)h(x),       b(t, x) = a(t)k(x)+ß(t).

1. Concluding remarks. The first fundamental contributions to nonstationary

abstract evolution equations using semigroup theory were made by Kato [6],

[7]. His basic assumptions were smoothness conditions on the operator valued

function B(s,t) = (I-A(t))(I-A(s)Y1. Also, in [6], 2(A(t)) was assumed to be

independent of t, but a less restrictive assumption was made in [7].

Our smoothness conditions and Kato's smoothness conditions are of a different

nature, and it is difficult to compare them. Nevertheless, a few remarks are in

order.

It is of interest to have the domain of A(t) vary quite generally with t. Sometimes

,4(0 arises as the closure of a differential operator, and 2(A(t)) is not explicitly

known (see §4). Condition (B2)' of §3 seems to be a satisfactory condition in that

2(A(t)) can vary with t, and the smoothness requirement on A(-) is easy to verify

in practice. On the other hand, the commutativity hypothesis seriously restricts

the applicability of the results to concrete problems. However, in case (Bl) holds,

then, as exemplified in §4, satisfactory results can be obtained.

It is, as indicated above, difficult to compare condition (A2) with Kato's con-

ditions. Also, Kato's methods of proof in [6], [7] are different from the methods

employed here. There are problems to which the results of this paper can be applied,

but to which Kato's results do not apply (cf. §4); on the other hand, there exist

examples to which Kato's theorems apply, but to which the results presented here

do not seem to be applicable.
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